Interpretation of crystal effects on NMR chemical shift tensors: electron and shielding deformation densities.
The relationship between the NMR observables and the supramolecular structure of any system is not straightforward. In this work we examine the influence of the crystal packing for three purine derivatives (hypoxanthine, theobromine, and 6-(2-methoxy)benzylaminopurine) on the principal components of the NMR chemical shift tensors (CSTs). We employ density functional calculations to obtain various molecular properties (the ground-state electron density, the magnitudes and orientations of the components of NMR chemical shift tensor, and the spatial distribution of the isotropic magnetic shielding) for the isolated molecules and for the molecules embedded in supramolecular clusters modeling the crystal environment and evaluate their differences. The concept has enabled us to rationalize the effect of the crystal packing on the NMR CSTs in terms of the redistribution of the ground-state electron density induced by intermolecular interactions in the solid state.